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INTRODUCTION
Monastery Lumen of Lumine.
August 7 of the 2002
Now, we will give the knowledge to the Gnostic Nation a series of aspects and generalities on
the Gnostic work in the disintegration of the psychological adjuncts. Points that all person
should know and to understand if in fact he aspires to become emancipated once and for all
and forever of those infrahuman elements called “EGOS”, and certainly of their fatal
consequences which are due to having them.
1. As it is known to all of us, before wanting to disintegrate an ego, we should know its deep
meaning; this means, what is the function that that ego carries out in our human machine.
With

what other elements, instincts or longings, that ego is bound; for example there are people
that enjoy speaking of chastity in very clear, very wide form, but it is the ego of Lust that hides
behind that conversation.
2. There is egos of “anger” that delight speaking of serenity, of understanding, of coexistence,
but
behind that conversation there is many ego of anger, arrogance, pride, self love, etc.that likes
the others to listen to them, that is to say, to have subordinates.
3. There is many egos of fear, of cowardice, of insecurity, of weakness that enjoy having
somebody that listens to their song about their tragedies, sufferings, hardships, etc.
4. It would be countless the quantity of explanations that we would have to make in this
present bulletin. It only interests us to give knowledge to the Gnostic Nation, a light in their
path so that they don't continue being deceived by an unconscious society, for their false
doctrines and certainly for their own psychological adjuncts that look for accommodation in
their mind, in their emotions and in their instincts.
5. The moment has arrived in any serious, responsible person, lover of the wisdom of GOD,
and
prepared to go towards their own liberation, don't continue being a puppet and marionette of
false
doctrines and philosophies, serious as they seem because they serve to take them away from
the path that leads him to his own truth.
6. Us, THE INSTRUCTORS OF HUMANITY, are willing to fight for humanity, to fight for the
Gnostic Nation; but secretly to drive a Nation that is able to know,
to understand and to value by the light of the logic, the teaching and Gnostic Doctrine.
7. We commonly call the ego the secret enemy, but we also call the Doctrine of my Lord,
the SECRET DOCTRINE of the Egyptian sages,Toltecs, and how many others that go back
inmemorable times of history.
In this gathering we will explain everything concerning the understanding on the psychological ego
and I am sure it will be properly demonstrated that very high percentages of teachings that have
been given, are in the basket of garbage that the ego has in our mind.
You are responsible for this continuing this way, or starting from now to give a total overturn to the
idea we have about the death of the ego.
Help us brothers, as soldiers of the CHRIST, so that this great harvest that we have is achieved for
the glory of our FATHER and of the VENERABLE WHITE LODGE.

V.M. LAKHSMI
Spiritual Guide

EGO OF LUST
It is said that it is the worst of the egos, because it holds a bigger potency of energy that extracts of
the human being.
The foundations of Gnosis are in the Sex, if the Sex is taken like it should be, the Lust will have to
disappear.
All the manifestations of Lust are the product of unconsciousness.
The unconsciousness brings identification toward the opposite sex, this identification immediately
brings or it produces the student's weak will, it is then when the fascination comes and the dream
brings the fall, either of thought, word, actions, etc.
EGO OF ADULTERY: The one that yearns to unite sexually with a woman that is not his wife
or vice versa. The one that adulterates in thoughts, words, actions is crucifying his Internal God.
The adultery is one of the biggest sins of the man.
EGO OF HEIGHT: The one that wants to unite with a very tall woman or vice versa.
EGO FRIENDSHIP: Man or Woman that through a relationship has to have affection, to
become intimate. This affection is faked with the purpose of having sexual relation.
EGO ANILINGUS: Stimulation of the anus with the tongue.
EGO OF OPPORTUNISM: Man or Woman that takes advantage of any circumstance for
sexual satisfaction.
EGO SELF–EROTISM: self sexual stimulation, either mental or physical. This is generally
made among adults as a substitute for coitus.
DANCER EGO: Man or Woman that feels excitement by means of the dance; terrible adjunct
very developed in this epoch.
EGO OF SHORTNESS: The one that wants to unite to a short woman or vice versa.
EGO OF BIGAMY: Man that marries two women illegally.
EGO OF BISEXUALITY: Man or Woman that feels attraction for both sexes.

EGO OF WITCHCRAFT: Practical magic with aims of sexual attainment.
EGO BUCOFALICO: Woman that feels sexual pleasure when making it with the mouth.
EGO BUCOGENITAL: The one that feels pleasure having sexual relationship with the
mouth.
EGO HEATER: It is related with people that look for the way to excite the opposite sex and
then they reject them.
EGO JEALOUSIES: Overflow of the sense of sexual possession that becomes in an extreme
form, a kind of madness,
EGO CONTEMPLATIVE: Man or Woman that only wants to observe a person although it
doesn't drive him directly to fornication.
EGO COPROLALIA: Derivation of the sexual pleasure of conversing with a member of the
opposite sex in obscene language. For example making phone calls.
EGO COQUETTISH: Woman that he likes to get the man's attention.
EGO CURIOSITY: Man or Woman that likes to snoop their body, their intimate parts, or of
their fellow men.
MEDICINAL DEVIL EGO: The one that deceives a lady with healing purposes or even to help
them to raise the sacred fire.
EGO DON JUAN: The conqueror of single and married women without loving them.
EGO DROGADICCIÓN: The one that ingests drugs with sexual ends.
EGO EDIPO: When the son becomes his mother's lover.
EGO ELECTRA: When the daughter becomes the father's lover.
EGO EROTIC: Those who are continually preoccupied with the sexual aspect of live.
EGO EROTOFOBIA: The Woman that has sexual desire but that doesn't carry out the sexual
act due to loathing for the male, although she loves him.
EGO EROTOGRAFOMANIA: uncontrollable desire of writing or drawing sexual matters,
possibly as substitute for the sexual activity.
EGO EXHIBITIONIST: The Woman that feels sexual pleasure showing their intimate parts
as: Legs, buttocks, sexual organs, breast, stomach. In equal forms relating to the Man that feels
sexual pleasure showing thighs, sexual organs, etc.
EGO EXTRAVAGINAL: The Man that likes to carry out the sexual act on different parts of
the Woman's body but not in the sexual organ.
EGO FALSE MODESTY: Individual that loses all modesty, is neglected in dressing, in the
way of sitting down, with the result of showing intimates parts to cause excitement to oneself
and the others.
EGO SEXUAL FANTASY: All kinds of frequent erotic imagination. Builds up absurd hopes
that each person forms.
EGO FETISHIST: sexual satisfaction with garments of dressing or another type of objects
(intimate clothes, shoes, handkerchiefs).
EGO FORNICATOR: The one that carries out the sexual act with an energy spill.
EGO FROTADOR: Man that feels sexual pleasure rubbing against another person. In general
this happens in crowded places of people, like on the buses or in people's crowded places.
EGO GALLANT: Movements or gesticulations of Men to attract Women.
EGO GIGOLÓ: Men that live off a woman or several doing them sexual or social favors, as
the one of dancing with her for a certain quantity of money.
EGO FAT: The one that wants sexual union with a fat woman or vice versa.
EGO GRAFFITI: The graffitists is the one that is devoted to make signs or sexual or
excrement drawings , carried out by them ; common on the walls of toilets. The women are also
graffitists.
EGO IMAGINATION: Uses the faculty of the thought to represent obscene objects.
EGO INCEST: Man or Woman that carries out the sexual act with relatives, doesn't care
about the relationship type.
EGO INFANTICIDE: The one that makes the sexual act with a minor and then murders him.
EGO INFIDELITY: Lack of love or lack of loyalty, maybe for excess of Lust, because he
doesn't know how to transmute.
EGO LASCIVIOUSNESS: Permanently unsatisfied sexual passion in the man or woman in
the sexual act.
EGO LESBIANISM: Desire and sexual activity among women.
EGO LIBIDINOUS: Person that feels excitement for their mental forms.
EGO MASOCHISM: Man or woman that feel sexual pleasure being hit themselves or
receiving blows from others.
EGO MASTURBATOR: Man or woman for whom the sexual pleasure is provided by their
own manual means.

EGO ONLOOKER: Man or woman that only want the sex to look at it. They are observing
everything from the sexual point of view.
EGO MORBIDITY: Man or woman that expresses through the dirty verb, chat or vulgar
stories,
related with the sex.
EGO NARCISSISM: The one that falls in love with their own body. It is kind of a self
homosexuality.
EGO NECROFILIA: Individual that makes the sexual act with the dead bodies.
EGO NINFOLEPSIA: excessive inclination for the girls of short age, is a soft form of
pedofilia.
EGO NYMPHOMANIA: constant dissatisfaction or sexual desire in the woman.
EGO PASSION: Vehement exaggerated affection that takes us through the suffering desire,
to the fornication.
EGO PEDERASTY: a mature man's homosexual passion for a boy.
EGO PEDERASTA: Man or woman that makes the sexual act with old person.
EGO PEDOFILIA: sexual passion toward the girls, either homosexual or heterosexual.
EGO PYROMANIA: erotic obsession with fire.
EGO PORNOSCOPIA: Person that sexually enjoys seeing movies or pornographic images.
EGO PROSTITUTION: Man or woman that not carries out the sexual act not for love but for
money.
EGO PROVOCATIVE: The one that provokes or excites the desire.
EGO SADISM: sexual pleasure obtained by inflicting pain.
EGO SATIRISM: The one who likes the sexual act through force. It is like a violation with
pleasure.
EGO SENTIMENTAL: Express or causes tender feelings that are false with the purpose to
excite.
EGO COMMERCIAL-SEX: Man or woman that carries out the sexual act nor for pleasure
neither for love, but for money. But having this like a profession (male and female prostitutes).
EGO SEXY-LARGE: Man or woman that it feels pride to have large sexual organs and they
get excited.
EGO SODOMY: Legal terminology to designate the anal coitus, either between two men, or
between a man and a woman.
EGO SEXUAL TABOO: The ego of the sexual taboo take us because of fear to an infinity of
acts outside of the normal thing for sexual satisfaction.
EGO OF TOUCHING: Man or woman that delights in touching any part of the opposite sex.
EGO TRANSVESTÍTE: Has relationship with the clothes. They like to dress clothes of the
opposite sex.
EGO VAMPIRISM: Erotic or sexual state caused by scents (blood) or through mental power
that at the end takes them to licentiousness of erotic madness.
EGO OF VIOLATION: (Rape) man that carries out the sexual act with force.
EGO ZOOFILIA: Sexual act with animals.
INCUBOS AND SUBCUBOS: Entities that adopt human forms to live.
The subcubos corresponds to men and the incubos to women, these larvas live from the thought
or the desire of people.
Their purpose is to have carnal trade with a member of the opposite sex.

EGO ANGER
Considered the second defect in density among the seven capital egos, this ego has affinity mainly
with pride. The steps for this adjunct to manifest are the following ones:
- Unconsciousness
- Weak will.
- Identification.
- Fascination.
- Dream.
DISLIKE: smaller degree of loathing, aversion, estrangement for something, is two types of
dislike: The mechanical and the provoked one.
AGGRESSIVENESS: Violent attacks of word, action or thought. The aggressive person is
instinctive, he always manifested through the motor center.
ALARMIST: Makes everything bigger than it is, this is a result, many times, of insecurity of
oneself, desire to get the attention of others; sometimes acts with cruelty in a desire of making
others suffer. 1

ARROGANCE: Haughtiness, arrogance, (also this is derived of pride) when somebody has
been wounded or offended they act in that way against somebody.
BLASPHEMY: Offensive words against somebody. When somebody is hurt in their pride, after a
resentment, they usually blaspheme, also soon after a dislike, or blasphemes with interior cruelty.
BELLIGERENT: The one that always at war, the antagonist. It is usually product or
manifestation of a continuous dissatisfaction, a boredom for life, people or things. Deep down it is
a lack of love for the neighbor that causes him to act in that way, provoking impatience in people.
MOCK: Act, gesture, expression or statement to ridicule, characteristic of Virgo, or of Leo's
sign. There exists several types of mockery, through the look, smile of half side, strong laugh,
etc., many times that smile is a product of self-sufficiency of an ego of being infallible, of a "
perfectionist " ego. Through the jeers we make people insecure. It usually comes out through jokes
with double meaning.
CONFLICTING: Individual that has the tendency to hinder any action. There are people that
like to look for the conflict in everything, they don't like to be practical. And there are people that
like self conflict motivated by indecision, motivated by the moon (Pisces, Libra, Gemini, Cancer).
CAPRICIOUS: The one that becomes obstinate of having something even without deserving
it (it is also derived of pride). Commonly seen in people of Capricorn. This is one of the first
adjuncts that start showing in childhood, with the development of this, the person becomes
hypocritical, because the child discovers that he can obtain what he wants through his whims.
IMPLACABLE CRITIC: it is a critic that offends and affects, commonly seen in people of
Scorpio and of Virgo.
OPPOSER: Somebody that always contradicts in everything. That wants to be the centre of
attention, for displeasure or a constant dissatisfaction. He can’t realise this. Commonly seen in
aquarium people (The lunatics of the Zodiac).
COMPETITIVE: Action of competing to dominate (Also derived of pride) seen in players,
sportsmen, movie stars, etc.
PERTURBED: to bother others with the intention of disturbing them. It can be made through
a fine or underhanded jeer, for a yearning of vengeance.
IRRESISTIBLE: He cannot conquer the impulse of anger.
DISRESPECTFUL: Lack of respect without caring about others sex, age, etc.
IMPOSITION: It is action of imposing or dominating.
THE SLANDER: False imputation, either for vengeance or hate. A resentful person in a state
of wounded pride, wants to retaliate and does it through saying what is false, he lies, he uses the
hypocritical ego, calumniating somebody to discredit them. And brothers, the verb should be
cultivated.
COURAGE: It can be hurtle, effort, anger. A cowardly person, when he is very angry is capable
of doing things that he would never do.
CRIMINAL: Murder, the one that kills.
CRUELTY: The satisfaction to see somebody suffer, their Karma is the blindness.
CHOLERIC: Uncontrollable anger. It is a strong emancipation of the state of anger, the individual
is already full with anger and the mental centre doesn’t act, it is pure instinctive centre. If an
individual is always choleric, first comes nervous crisis, then ulcers and lastly he becomes a
neurotic. A person like that is intolerant, everything bothers him, he also becomes hypochondriac
because he wants the attention of people and at the same time he doesn't want them.
DRASTIC: The imbalance of severity. Severity is a gift that one can have, to control or
command, nevertheless the drastic one acts inflexibly, he becomes a tyrant. This can happen to
those born under the influence of Jupiter Sagittarius, Jupiter and under the sun-Leo.
ARGUMENTATIVE: Makes all dialogue exaggerated, many times is born through an ego of
self-sufficiency.
DOMINANT: Person that influences the others. It would be the action of the drastic one.
DESPERATION: Loss of the hope, consequence of the impatience. It acts through our
nervous system using our mental centre. Fear combine with preoccupation.
DISCORD: Lack of understanding with somebody.
DISCREDIT: Negative attitude to the prestige of somebody, you act this way sometimes
because of ambition.
DISOBEDIENCE: The one that doesn't accept orders. It can be because of bitterness and
generally also because of pride, or also because of paranoia. This starts from childhood to get
attention by being rebelliousness.
DESTRUCTIVE: The one that has the tendency to undo what has been built. They are the first
defects that start from childhood. Let us suppose that the boy wants to play with the vase and he
destroys it and he laughs at how good it sounds and the mother instead of reprehending him she
tells him “poor boy, he is my son” and she also laughs; there was a bad education, later that boy
will destroy the garden, will throw papers down the street, it will scratch the walls and when the

time passes and he is mature, he wants to destroy marriages, he wants to destroy happiness
because that ego wants food.
DISPLEASURE: Small nuisance towards something, contrary to the pleasure. It is born of
dissatisfaction. The individual moves through motivations and when they don't exist the
displeasure comes. He becomes a pessimist and exaggerates. The displeasure usually marks the
face, sometimes is the feature that characterizes us, when this displeasure finds the pleasure
inside the physical body,
start marking it and he starts liking to always be upset.
SPITE: A grief for a disappointment. Product of the jealousies...
DISSIDENCE: Disagreement of opinions, either mental or physical. There are times that to
make others notice that we are so intelligent, with amazing studies, we fall in a group in dissident
form.
DISSONANT: Exaggerated tone of the voice.
INDIFFERENCE: Small degree of dislike or indifference.
SELFISHNESS: Negates everything, he doesn't give anything of himself, many times
motivated by fear. It is necessary that as we start eliminating selfishness, to put ourselves in the
place of others; we start acquiring love.
FALLACY: Bad habit of deceiving, goes together with the lie, that to cover something or
that to leave the situation he lies. Whoever lies sins against the Father and sells the Christ.
TO BOTHER: To harm, to affect, to damage.
FATALISM: Degree of pessimism, commonly seen in people of Capricorn, for example, we
go in somebody’s car and because we are afraid we feel anger and we requests to the driver to
please go more slowly and then we say: «don't run, don't go so fast", don't you see that we will be
killed?
RUDE: Person that uses a rude, obscene vocabulary.
GENOCIDE: Extermination of a national or racial group, many occasions derived of a
patriotic or racial pride.
FURY: The worst manifestation in anger, mental imbalance, here the ego can put an end to
the physical body.
TO WHIP: It is a nuisance many times disguised.
FRUSTRATION: To deprive somebody of what he is waiting for.
IMPATIENCE: The person who is not calm while waiting. Planning should no longer exist in
us, lets adapt our life to the teaching. When one really has love for the teaching one has many
voluntary sufferings, one suffers too much. Gnosis is a path of roses with thorns. In the ancient
times to receive the teaching one had to walk very far and then, only an small practice was given,
a drop, today they give us everything served on a silver tray and we give ourselves the luxury of
complaining.
Master Samael Aun Weor suffered unspeakably in order to give the teaching. Impatience is born
out of preoccupation and ends in preoccupation, for example somebody has an appointment and
when seeing that you are late he begins to torture his mental center, he begins to worry, the time
passes and the appointment doesn't arrive and already impatiently begins to walk fast here and
there and in a act of desperation he begins to kick the pavement.
INCOMPREHENSION: Not to place oneself in the place of one’s fellow men. Together with the
lack of external consideration, it is lack of love for their fellow men, motivated by an excess of love
for oneself, “Self-consideration”.
INTOLERANCE: Everything bothers him, he can’t bear anything. The intolerant one is
impatient and he never puts himself in the place of others.
INSOLENT: Daring person that says or does with nerve, bad things.
REVILES: Insults by actions or by word of mouth, it is derived from the lie.
INDIFFERENCE: Repressed anger, as nothing affects him. Together with the indifference, it is
the cruelest weapon that penetrates deeply.
INFANTICIDE: The one that commits crime with the children.
INIQUITY: Injustice, wickedness. When the individual is already burden without conscience,
neither Kaom.
INTRIGUE: Secret action of harming. The coward never speaks to a person’s face and he is
hypocritical, like sowing discord through his mental cunning.
INTEMPERANCE: Lack of temperance. There is neither moderation nor continence.
IMPULSIVE: The inflexible and violent he doesn't measure consequences.
NONCONFORMIST: Dislike everything: People, place, things. Very connected to displeasure
and dissatisfaction. The dissatisfaction can be positive, non conformist, to improve, and there is
also the dissatisfaction of the ego.
INTRANSIGENCE: Insistence, bothersome pressure.

INTRUSION: Action of intruding or to penetrate without right. It is shameless this defect. He likes
spying on others people’s business and he takes pride in meddling.
IRONY: Furtive subtle mockery.
INTREPID: Action of courage without measuring the consequences. It can be from the ego or
from the conscience.
IRRATIONAL: Lacking in reasoning.
UNREFLECTIVE: Everything that he says and does it is without thinking.
IRRITABLE: Tendency to impatient over any thing.

